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Abstract
Self-reinforcing feedback loops in personalization systems are typically caused by
users choosing from a limited set of alternatives presented systematically based on
previous choices. We propose a Bayesian choice model built on Luce axioms that
explicitly accounts for users’ limited exposure to alternatives. Our model is fair—it
does not impose negative bias towards unpresented alternatives, and practical—
preference estimates are accurately inferred upon observing a small number of
interactions. It also allows efficient sampling, leading to a straightforward online
presentation mechanism based on Thompson sampling. Our approach achieves
low regret in learning to present upon exploration of only a small fraction of
possible presentations. The proposed structure can be reused as a building block in
interactive systems, e.g., recommender systems, free of feedback loops.
1 Introduction
In most modern digital applications, personalized user experience is shaped interactively. Users
choose from a subset of available alternatives—e.g., products, movies, and news articles—selected
by a personalization system, e.g., a recommender system, in line with their preferences. The system,
in turn, estimates the user’s preferences based on her previous discrete choices among systematically
presented alternatives. A key source of bias is ignoring the fact that a choice is made from a cherry-
picked and limited subset of options, leading to a self-reinforcing feedback loop. That is, options that
were never presented are unfairly penalized.
Preference estimates obtained from such systems are biased [Liang et al., 2016] and inconsistent
[Schmit and Riquelme, 2018]. Moreover, the user’s interest may degenerate over time due to
systematic exposure, leading to echo chambers [Jiang et al., 2019]. The interplay of the user’s choice
and the system’s presentation in a feedback loop, reinforcing the system’s own biased belief, results
in the so-called filter bubble—an unintentional form of censorship with unexpected economic and
societal impact [Pariser, 2011].
We pose two questions towards tackling the feedback loop. First, how does one model user preferences
accounting for the bias introduced by systematic and limited presentations, ensuring all alternatives
are treated fairly? Second, how does a system, built on such a model and aware of its limitations,
learn to present the best subset of alternatives? Our contribution in this work attempts to answer both
questions.
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• We introduce a Bayesian choice model, the Dirichlet-Luce model, that accounts for limited
exposure to alternatives and conforms to Luce’s choice axiom [Luce, 1959]. We study
our model’s properties, as well as methods for estimation and full Bayesian inference.
Dirichlet-Luce posterior inference achieves pairwise preference aggregation upon collecting
statistics for O(K logK) unique pairs. Most importantly, our model ensures independence
of unexplored alternatives—marginal posterior probabilities of choosing options that were
never presented are independent of other choices. That is, the model is provably fair to
options that were underrepresented in previous presentations, or newly added (i.e., cold-
started) to the set of options.
• We propose a mechanism for learning to present the best subset of alternatives, casting
the Dirichlet-Luce model as the central component of a bandit algorithm. Particularly, we
develop a sequential Monte Carlo algorithm to sample a presentation from the Dirichlet-
Luce posterior. Our approach, an instance of Thompson sampling [Thompson, 1933],
naturally composes presentations with items that were either frequently preferred or scarcely
presented. Our algorithm achieves lower regret than state-of-the-art bandit algorithms in
pairwise [Wu and Liu, 2016] and L-wise [Lattimore et al., 2018] preference scenarios.
Overall, we provide a practical model, inference framework, and presentation mechanism that can
deal with the inherent self-reinforcing feedback loop present in many interactive systems. Our model
can be reused as a key building block for personalization and recommender systems.
We present the problem setup in Section 2 and introduce the Dirichlet-Luce model in Section 3. Based
on the model, we introduce our bandit algorithm in Section 4, discuss related work in Section 5, and
provide a set of empirical results on interaction simulations in Section 6. We conclude the paper in
Section 7.
2 Problem Setup
Choice Model A discrete choice model specifies the probability of a user choosing an option among
K discrete alternatives (or, options). Suppose there is a total of K options, but K is large and the
user can only be exposed to a limited number of options to choose from. That is, the set of choices
{kt}Tt=1 are made from systematically selected subsets of all alternatives—presentations {Ct}Tt=1.
Here, kt ∈ [K] := {1, 2, · · · ,K}, and Ct ∈ C, where C denotes the set of all non-empty subsets of
[K]. Naturally, kt ∈ Ct,∀t.
Here, we study the probability p(k|C) of choosing an item k from a presentation C. We assume a
vector of preferences θk that specifies the probability of choosing an option above all other options,
i.e., θk = p(k|[K]). In the first part of our contribution, we study a Bayesian choice model where
each choice is multinomial restricted to a presentation. Our choice model conforms to the Luce
choice axiom as it satisfies independence of irrelevant alternatives—choices are probabilistic, and
the probability of choosing an option over another is independent of other items in (or, absent from)
the presentation. Given a presentation C, it assigns choice probability to an item k ∈ C in proportion
to other items C, as first described by Bradley and Terry [1952] for the case of pairwise preferences,
and generalized by Luce [1959] and Plackett [1975] for presentations comprising L > 2 options, i.e.,
p(k|C) = θk/
(∑
κ∈C θκ
)
.
Online Learning for Subset Selection Armed with a model of choice behavior, an obvious next
step is to design a mechanism for selecting presentations (subsets) C ⊂ [K]. Here, the goal is to
make a presentation of size L < K with low regret, measured in terms of the attractiveness (to the
user) of the options included in the presentation. Over the course of interactions, such a mechanism
“explores” the alternatives to be included in a presentation and learns to make optimal presentations.
Such sequential decision making problems are widely framed as bandit problems [Lattimore and
Szepesvári, 2019]. In contrast to the standard multi-armed bandits setup, our goal is to come up with
a system that does not merely pick a “basic” arm, but a subset of dependent arms. Furthermore, the
learner does not receive feedback for all arms presented, but only observes a winner (preference over
others) [Gopalan et al., 2014]. This bandit setup has been referred to as dueling bandits (for L = 2)
[Yue et al., 2012], and battling bandits (L > 2) [Saha and Gopalan, 2018].
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3 Dirichlet-Luce Model
Our first step is to write a choice model that fully specifies the probability of an option being
chosen given a presentation C. First, we take a restricted multinomial likelihood conditioned on
the presentations C1:T , and an underlying preference vector θ ∈ ∆ where ∆ denotes the (K − 1)-
probability simplex. Namely, we study the likelihood,
p(k1:T | θ, C1:T ) =
∏
k θk
yk∏
C∈C (
∑
κ∈C θκ)µ(C)
, (1)
where µ and yk are statistics defined as
µ(C) =
T∑
t=1
[Ct = C] , yk =
T∑
t=1
[kt = k] .
That is, µ(C) is the multiplicity of a presentation C, and yk the number of times an option k is chosen.
Note that these quantities are related, both are marginals of ν(k,C) =
∑T
t=1 [Ct = C] [kt = k] that
is defined to be the number of times option k was chosen when the presentation was C: µ(C) =∑
k ν(k,C) and yk =
∑
C∈C ν(k,C).
We can model the cases of (i) opting not to choose by a dummy option that is always an element of
any presentation, and (ii) making multiple choices by repeating the presentation as many times as a
choice was made. Therefore, we will not deal with these cases explicitly.
The probability mass function of (1) admits the Dirichlet conjugate prior p(θ | α) = D(θ;α) =
Γ (
∑
k αk)
∏
k Γ(αk)
−1∏
k θ
αk−1
k , where α = α1:K is the vector of concentration parameters.
Upon closer inspection, we observe that a wider family of distributions satisfies conjugacy to the
likelihood (1). The likelihood suggests a generalized family of Dirichlet distributions,
p(θ | α, β) ∝
∏
k
θαk−1k
∏
C∈C
(∑
κ∈C
θκ
)−β(C)
. (2)
The parameters β(C), αk denote the pseudo-counts of presentations and choices respectively. For
consistency, we also require that
∑
C β(C) =
∑
k αk, i.e., prior parameters lend themselves to
interpretation as the marginals of a pseudo-contingency table. It is easy to see, when β = β0 where
β0(C) = [C = [K]]
∑
k αk, p(θ | α, β) reduces to the Dirichlet distribution as p(θ | α, β0) =D(θ;α).
Completing our specification of the Dirichlet-Luce model, the posterior distribution of preferences
follow
p(θ | k1:T , C1:T , α, β) ∝
∏
k
θαk+yk−1k
∏
C∈C
(∑
κ∈C
θκ
)−µ(C)−β(C)
. (3)
One can adjust α to place prior belief on user preferences analogously to a Dirichlet prior, setting
β([K]) =
∑
k αk. Prior beliefs on presentations can be embedded by adjusting β. If Ct = [K]∀t,
the model reduces to the Dirichlet-Multinomial.
A special case of the posterior form (3), for pairwise preferences, was first introduced by Davidson
and Solomon [1973]. Although an inference procedure was not described, the normalizing constant
was recognized in a series form later referred to as a “very complicated function of factorials” by
Leonard [1977]. In fact, the complicated part of the normalizing constant is a special hypergeometric
function, Carlson’sR function [Carlson, 1971], and exact inference is intractable in general. In the
rest of this work, we rely on Monte Carlo methods for approximate posterior inference.
A general form of the proposed density was studied by Dickey [1983] following Carlson’s work.
Dickey et al. [1987] utilized this generalization for Bayesian analysis of multinomial cell probabilities
under censored observations, a problem which can be thought of as the “inverse” of ours. Our model
also appears as a special case of the Hyperdirichlet distribution studied by Hankin [2010], where we
additionally require consistency in parameters, i.e.,
∑
k αk + yk =
∑
C β(C) + µ(C). We study the
Dirichlet-Luce model’s properties, estimation and inference methods in the supplementary material,
taking a closer look at deterministic and Monte Carlo-based approximate inference.
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Preference Learning Computing posterior predictive choice probabilities under the Dirichlet-Luce
model requires approximate inference. In particular, the predicted preference probability of an option
k given presentation CT+1 is equal to the expectation of preference ratios under the posterior
p(kT+1 = k | CT+1, k1:T , C1:T , α, β) = Ep(θ|k1:T ,C1:T )
[
θk∑
κ∈CT+1 θκ
]
.
Under mild conditions, the posterior is log-concave with respect to log-preferences. The gradient
and Hessian of the posterior can be computed in time linear in the number of observations, making
gradient-based maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation scalable and easy to implement. Further-
more, MAP estimates converge to the true latent preferences fairly quickly, as demonstrated in the
supplementary material.
Upon first inspection of the posterior (3), one of the first concerns is the dimensionality of the
sufficient statistic µ. The model informs its knowledge of the preferences θ via statistics collected on
a set that scales combinatorially. This raises a key question on the size of the sample required for an
accurate preference estimate.
The key is to note that taking a single preference vector leads to the implicit assumption that
preferences are (stochastically) transitive—options admit a total ordering in their probability of being
chosen against all others. By analogy, a sorting algorithm—relying on transitivity—would find
the ordering of K options with O(K logK) pairwise comparisons. Similarly, in the field of active
learning, stochastic ranking from pairwise preferences has been widely explored [Falahatgar et al.,
2017, Szörényi et al., 2015, Jamieson and Nowak, 2011, Busa-Fekete et al., 2014, 2013, Mohajer et al.,
2017]. Here too, the object is to attain a probably approximately correct ranking of preferences within
low sample complexity. Analogously to our case, the algorithm receives a stochastic comparison
(random preference) feedback instead of a deterministic comparison result.
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Figure 1: Estimated (from 1000 samples) posterior
mean (over 50 runs) conditioned on an actively selected
data set (by Merge-Rank with bias and confidence pa-
rameters  = 0.05 and δ = 0.1) of presentations due to
transitivity and with simulated choices. θ∗ is ordered,
and E[θ] estimates are conformably permuted for visu-
alization. Shaded region denotes the standard deviation.
In this light, we explore whether the
Dirichlet-Luce construction is able to re-
cover a good representation of preferences,
given a number of samples on the same or-
der as a stochastic ranking algorithm. We
take the Merge-Rank algorithm [Falahat-
gar et al., 2017], a stochastic variant of
the mergesort algorithm for active subset
selection—selecting pairs of options to ask
for a preference feedback from the envi-
ronment. We fix a preference vector θ∗
and run the Merge-Rank algorithm, gener-
ating a set of pairwise comparisons C1:T
(corresponding to our presentations) and
stochastic feedback k1:T (corresponding to
choices). In Figure 1, we find that θ∗ can
be recovered accurately based on the same
number of samples required by a stochas-
tic ranker. As in mergesort, the number of
unique presentations is O(K logK).
Conflicting Choices Our previous argument highlights the key ingredient that our model relies on
to recover preferences—stochastic transitivity. This observation raises a natural question, what if
transitivity does not hold? That is, how does the model treat conflicting (cyclical) choice behavior?
It is not hard to see that the likelihood is invariant for all realizations with identical µ and y. That is, the
posterior ignores the associations between choices and particular presentations. Conflicting choices
are treated as draws by the posterior, as illustrated in Figure 2. These observations suggest a natural
next step in utilizing our model. Cyclical choice behavior can be modeled as a mixture of preferences
θ. Then, a mixture of Dirichlet-Luce densities can be used to capture different modalities of transitive
preferences under limited subsets of alternatives, modeling complex choice behavior. There is also
further evidence about the plausibility of such an approach in the psychology literature [Sopher and
Gigliotti, 1993, Regenwetter et al., 2011]. While we focus on modeling a single, unimodal preference
behavior in this paper, this direction remains an exciting opportunity for further work.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the exact posterior for T = 6 observations. Cyclic preferences (b) are treated
as draws (a).
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(c) Dirichlet posterior p(θ | k1:T , α),
C1:T is ignored
Figure 3: Prior choice probabilities, along with the posterior where options 1 and 2 were preferred
to presentation {1, 2} 10 and 5 times, respectively. Contours of the joint distribution are shown in a
simplex plot. Samples from posterior marginals for each k ∈ [K] are marked along an axis parallel
to the line segment from the vertex where θk = 1, perpendicular to the base (where θk = 0). Since
choices are made from {1, 2}, marginal of θ3 must stay invariant as in (b). But if we ignore what
presentations are made, the option 3 is unfairly penalized, as shown in (c).
Independence of Unexplored Options We now turn to the main benefit of our construction, its
ability to keep invariant preference estimates of options that were never presented. Particularly,
the posterior density leads to “fair” preference estimates by keeping posterior marginals of θk,
where k is an unexplored (never before presented) option, invariant independently of other choices.
More formally, assume w.l.o.g. that option k = 1 is never presented, i.e., µ(C) = 0,∀C 3 1. It
then follows, p(θ1 | α, β0, k1:T , C1:T ) = p(θ1 | α, β0). This is in stark contrast to the Dirichlet-
Multinomial model, in which choice observations impose negative bias on the marginals of all θk,
regardless of if they were ever presented. We give an illustration with K = 3 options (Figure 3), and
a proof in the supplementary material. This result extends trivially to groups of options.
Fair Cold-Start Let us highlight one important implication of our previous remark. Under the
Dirichlet-Luce posterior, alternatives that are newly introduced to the system benefit from the same
invariance, or “fairness,” that other unpresented options enjoy. This property emerges as a natural
way to ensure consistent inference of preferences for cold-started items.
4 Learning to Present
Cast as the model assumption of an interactive system, the Dirichlet-Luce model provides fair and
efficient preference estimates. However, in a real-world scenario, the onus is on the system to
select a subset of options to present. That is, the system needs an efficient presentation mechanism
that simultaneously explores the options which the user might like and exploits the current best
alternatives.
Here, we frame this active preference learning scenario as a bandit problem. In a bandit setting, the
Bayesian construction of our model serves a dual purpose. First, new choice observations can be used
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to inform efficient approximate inference of latent preferences. More importantly, however, posterior
samples of the model serve as a natural means to manage the exploration-exploitation trade-off,
inducing a presentation mechanism conditioned on previous choices (k1:T ) and the mechanism itself
(C1:T ).
The posterior places high probability density on preferences where θk is high either when k was
chosen frequently or presented rarely. Then, presenting top L options of the vector θ sampled from
the posterior would serve as a natural presentation mechanism. This approach is an instance of
Thompson sampling [Thompson, 1933], and affords fast exploration of the space of subsets for
reasons analogous to the fast convergence of posterior preferences under Dirichlet-Luce model.
Pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.
Thompson sampling plays an essential role in fair preference estimates together with the Dirichlet-
Luce model. Assume that options {1, 2} were presented, and 1 was chosen. In the remaining rounds,
if 1 loses to other options in presentations where 2 does not appear, the mean preference estimate of θ2
will still decrease—a side effect of the stochastic transitivity assumption. However, Thompson sam-
pling ensures options that are underrepresented in previous interactions will be presented, i.e., they
will get a second chance. In other words, while our model assumption reduces negative bias on options
that do not appear in presentations, Thompson sampling ensures that they appear in subsequent presen-
tations in order to form an accurate preference estimate. We study synthetic examples in the appendix.
Algorithm 1 Thompson Sampling for Presentation
Input: T
Initialize α, and set β ← β0
µ(C)← 0 for all C ∈ C
yk ← 0 for all k ∈ [K]
for t = 1 to T do
Sample θ ∼ pt(θ | y, µ, α, β)
Form Ct with top L options from sampled θ
Get preference feedback kt to Ct
µ(Ct)← µ(Ct) + 1 {Update sufficient statis-
tics}
ykt ← ykt + 1
end for
Sequential Monte Carlo Sampling We implement the sampling subroutine in Algorithm 1 via
a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) algorithm [Chopin, 2002]. Specifically, after each presentation,
a set of importance-weighted particles are updated recursively based on the presentation-choice
pair (Ct, kt). When the effective sample size drops below a set threshold, we perform multinomial
resampling followed by a Metropolis-within-Gibbs step for moving the particles, i.e., particles
undergo a resample-and-move update.
It is worth noting that the conjugacy in our
model leads to particle weight updates that take
a negligible O(L) time. Posterior evaluations,
which are expensive, are only needed during
the resample-and-move step. However, as the
number of observations T grows, the posterior
peaks around the latent preference vector and the
algorithm requires resampling with decreasing
frequency. That is, expensive resampling steps
are dominant as the algorithm tends towards ex-
ploration, and very rare when the posterior is
peaked and the algorithm “commits” a prefer-
ence representation. The complete presentation
mechanism with the SMC sampling procedure
is described in the supplementary material.
5 Related Work
Modeling implicit feedback data sets as conditionally multinomial observations is an approach that
has received recent attention, see, for example, the works by Covington et al. [2016], Liang et al.
[2018], and references therein. In line with the early works of Bradley and Terry [1952] for the
pairwise preferences case, generalized by Luce [1959] and Plackett [1975] to L-wise preferences, a
choice from a limited set can be assumed a restricted multinomial. Notably, Yang et al. [2011] also
assume the same likelihood that we consider here, although they do not propose an inference method
or presentation mechanism.
Random utilities underlying choice probabilities are commonly modeled by a collection of indepen-
dent Gumbel-distributed random variables [Yellott Jr, 1977, Azari et al., 2012]. A Bayesian treatment
of this model appears in [Guiver and Snelson, 2009]. We model the dependence of choices (that were
considered by the decision maker) via our generalized Dirichlet assumption. As noted before, this is
a general case of the formulation introduced by Davidson and Solomon [1973], and a special case of
those described by Dickey [1983] and Hankin [2010].
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We compose presentations via the ranking induced by sampled preferences. For presentations
comprising of L > 2 options, we can think of this mechanism as an algorithm for online learning
to rank [Liu, 2009] with a document-based click (in our case, choice) model, ignoring the position
of an option in the list of presented alternatives [see Chuklin et al., 2015, Section 3]. Alternative
click models, which we do not consider here, were studied in the information retrieval literature
[Craswell et al., 2008]. We use the recently introduced “TopRank” algorithm [Lattimore et al., 2018]
as a baseline to measure the effectiveness of our presentation mechanism in online learning to rank.
TopRank subsumes various choice models including ours, and was shown to perform superior to
previous work. For L = 2, a closely related scenario is “dueling bandits” [Yue et al., 2012]. We use
“Double Thompson Sampling” (DTS), introduced by Wu and Liu [2016], as a baseline in our pairwise
preference simulations. DTS has been referred to many times as one of the best performing dueling
bandits algorithms [Wu and Liu, 2016, Sui et al., 2017, Saha and Gopalan, 2018, Sui et al., 2018]. In
battling bandits—the recently introduced generalization of the dueling bandits problem to subsets
with L > 2 elements— Saha and Gopalan [2018] identified DTS as the best performing base method
under various feedback models.
6 Experiments
L-wise Presentations We first study an interactive system where a simulated user chooses from
presentations of size L = 5 based on a latent θ∗, i.e., the probability of choosing an alternative k is
p(k | C) = [k∈C]θ∗k∑
κ∈C θ∗κ
. We report a comparison of our method to the top-5 options chosen by TopRank
[Lattimore et al., 2018]. We compare performances of the two algorithms by cumulative regret for
the top-N options included in the presentation by both algorithms,
RT = T
(
max
i1,i2,··· ,iN
N∑
n=1
θ∗in
)
−
T∑
t=1
N∑
n=1
θ∗
κ
(t)
n
.
We use the ranking given by TopRank, and the ranking implied by the sampled preference vector in
the case of Dirichlet-Luce.
We run experiments for K = 50, and report cumulative regret. We run two separate experiments
for sparse and dense θ∗. Across varying N , the Dirichlet-Luce bandit categorically achieves lower
cumulative regret.
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Figure 4: Average cumulative regret at top-N alternatives included in presentations in online learning
to rank scenario after round T = 10000. Error bars denote the standard deviation. TopRank
hyperparameter δ was optimized in a held-out experiment.
Learning from Pairwise Preferences We briefly focus on the case where L = 2, of particular
interest since this specific instantiation of the problem can be viewed as an instance of dueling bandits
[Yue et al., 2012]—where couples of options C, |C| = 2 are presented (a duel is set) and the “winner”
k ∈ C observed. Specifically, we compare Dirichlet-Luce Thompson sampling with a specialized
dueling bandits algorithm, Double Thompson Sampling (DTS) [Wu and Liu, 2016]. We simulate
user feedback to pairwise presentations, first assuming a true θ∗ and simulating choices as in L-wise
presentations. We also introduce a more challenging scenario—an irrational user whose preferences
do not admit a total ordering. In this case, we assume a Condorcet winner, an option preferred
over all others, where preferences are otherwise cyclical and simulated from a pairwise preference
probabilities table p(k|{k, l}).
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Figure 5: Average cumulative weak dueling regret (lower is better) in dueling bandits setup for
Double Thompson Sampling (DTS) and the proposed presentation mechanism (JTS) with simulated
transitive (a and b) or cyclic (c) preference feedback. Shaded regions denote the standard deviation.
We report a comparison of weak dueling regret [Yue et al., 2012] in Figure 5. We find that the
proposed algorithm results in substantially lower regret when stochastic transitivity is assumed to
hold. Furthermore, despite the fact that the DTS algorithm’s model assumption can capture non-
transitive (cyclical) choice behavior, our algorithm outperforms DTS in the average case. That said,
however, our algorithm results in high variance of regret. We provide further details of our experiment
setup in the supplementary material.
Growing Presentation Sizes Our presentation mechanism outperforms baselines in both pairwise
(L = 2) and subset-wise (L = 5) selection tasks. In Figure 6a, fixing N = 2, we explore how
learning speed improves as the system is allowed to make larger presentations. As expected, growing
presentation sizes leads to lower cumulative regret, i.e., the algorithm learns to present the top
2 options sooner. We also report the dimensionality of the statistic µ—the number of unique
presentations explored before converging to a preference estimate. Despite the potentially high
complexity, the mechanism maintains manageably low-dimensional statistics (Figure 6b).
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Figure 6: Average cumulative regret (over 10 runs) at top-2 options (out of 100) included in presenta-
tions with different sizes (a), and the effective dimensionality of the statistic µ (b) over the course of
interactions. Shaded regions denote the standard deviation.
7 Discussion
In this paper, we studied online preference elicitation in an interactive system where the user chooses
one among a limited number of systematically presented options. We introduced Dirichlet-Luce, a
Bayesian choice model that is aware of limited exposure and admits efficient learning and inference.
Bayesian treatment of the model paved the way for online estimation of user preferences through a
novel presentation mechanism based on Thompson sampling.
Overall, our work combines elements from Bayesian inference, choice modelling, active learning
to rank, and bandit algorithms literatures to propose a novel framework to tackle self-reinforcing
feedback loops in interactive personalization systems.
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Many exciting avenues for future work remain to be explored. Our model can be used as a building
block in more complex model architectures. The proposed approach can be adapted to a multi-user
setting as in collaborative filtering where users are assumed to share interests.
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A Supplementary Material
A.1 Dirichlet-Luce Model
A.1.1 Posterior Predictive Inference and Partition Function
The Dirichlet-Luce posterior log potential φ(θ) was defined
φ(θ) = log
∏
k
θyk+αk−1k
∏
C∈C
(∑
κ∈C
θκ
)−β(C)−µ(C) . (4)
Here, as in the main text, the index C runs over L-way combinations of the set of choices [K],
and k indexes the choices themselves. For ease of exposition, let us introduce the indicator matrix
Z ∈ {0, 1}K×(KL), defined zk,C = [k ∈ C],
φ(θ) = log
[∏
k
θyk+αk−1k
∏
C∈C
(z>:,Cθ)
−β(C)−µ(C)
]
. (5)
Many quantities of interest for the Bayesian choice model are written in terms of the normalizing
constant (partition function) of φ,
∫
∆
expφ(θ)dθ. The normalizer of φ is written in terms of a special
hypergeometric function known as Carlson’sR function,
R(α+ y, Z, β + µ) = 1
B(α+ y)
∫
∆
expφ(θ)dθ
=
1
B(α+ y)
∫
∆
∏
k
θyk+αk−1k
∏
C∈C
(∑
κ∈C
θκ
)−β(C)−µ(C)
dθ,
where B(α) denotes the multivariate Beta function.
We can write p(k1:T | C1:T , α, β), probability of a sequence of choices conditioned on a sequence of
presentations and hyperparameters, as ratios ofR functions
p(k1:T | C1:T , α, β) =
∫
∆
p(θ | α, β)p(k1:T | C1:T , θ)dθ
=
∫
∆
p(θ | α, β)
∏
k
θykk
∏
C∈C
(θ>z:,C)−µ(C)dθ
=
∏
k(αk)(yk)
(
∑
k αk)(N)
R(α+ y, Z, β + µ)
R(α,Z, β) ,
where the notation (x)(n) =
Γ(x+n)
Γ(x) denotes the rising factorial.
This gives the predictive preference of option k (over all [K]) as
p(k|[K], α, β) =
∫
∆
p(θ | α, β)θkdθ = αk∑
j αj
R(α+ k, Z, β + [0, 0, · · · , 1])
R(α,Z, β) ,
where k is the indicator vector of size K where all but the k-th element are 0.
Computation of theR function was studied in [Jiang et al., 1992]. Here, we reiterate some key results
to highlight implications for our case.
Lemma 1. ([Jiang et al., 1992] Lemma 3.2) Let G ∈ RK×C , a ∈ RK ,b ∈ RC . Assume b admits
a permutation such that b = [b˜ 0] where 0 denotes a vector of zeros. Also, let G˜ denote G with
columns permuted conformably to b. Then,R(a, G,b) = R(a, G˜, b˜).
Lemma 2. ([Jiang et al., 1992]) Let G ∈ RK×C , a ∈ RK ,b ∈ RC , and ∑i ai = ∑j bj . Then,
R(a, G,b) = R(b, G>,a).
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Figure 7: Total absolute deviation and Kullback-Leibler divergence of the estimated θˆ from the
optimal θ∗.
These results yield an important implication for approximatingR functions. The dimension of the
required integration depends on the sparseness of sufficient statistics, i.e., scales proportionally to
the number of unique presentations in the data set. Also, in our case, the assumption of the second
lemma holds by definition. Then, the dimension of the integration can be simplified by relying on the
commutativity implied in Lemma 2, and invoking the sparseness of sufficient statistics.
The R function admits efficient computation in some specific conditions, such as if the subsets of
[K] implied by the columns of Z imply a hierarchy of set partitions on [K]. In the general case,
[Jiang et al., 1992] propose Laplace approximation around the MAP estimate θ∗ = arg maxθ φ(θ).
Assume ‖z:,C‖0 < L,∀C and let T denote the number of unique presentations in the data. Laplace
approximation requires computing the Hessian and taking its determinant in O(K3 + L2T ) time.
However, when K is reasonably small, the approximation is straightforward to implement.
A.1.2 Maximum a Posteriori Estimation
The gradient of the log posterior potential (5) can be computed in O(LT +K) time, as the sparsity
of Z can be invoked. In large data scenarios, the MAP estimate can be used as a point estimate of
preferences as well as for approximate inference as described in the previous section. However, the
concern in Section 3 for the number of samples required for an accurate estimate should be raised for
MAP estimates as well.
In Figure 7, we continue the synthetic experiment setup in Section 3. Namely, we generate pairwise
comparisons from MergeRank for random dense θ∗. We then increase the number of random samples
T taken from this data and study the accuracy of MAP preference estimates attained by our model. We
report the error in estimated θ in terms of total absolute deviation and Kullback-Leibler divergence.
We find that the MAP routine yields an accurate preference estimate in a reasonable number of
observations.
A.1.3 Independence of Unexplored Options
In Section 3, we stated that the posterior leads to fair preference estimates since choice probabilities
of unexplored (k ∈ C implies µ(C) = 0) options are invariant independent of other choices. Here,
we demonstrate this result deriving the marginal distribution of posterior choice probabilities for such
options.
Lemma 3. (Independence of unexplored options) Assume µ(C) = 0,∀C 3 `. It then follows,
p(θ` | α, β0, k1:T , C1:T ) = p(θ` | α, β0).
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Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, option 1 was never presented. Since with β = β0, prior θ
is Dirichlet distributed with parameter α, prior marginal θ1|α, β0 is Beta distributed with parameters
(α1,
∑K
j=2 αj). The posterior marginal is
p(θ1 | α, β0, k1:T , C1:T ) ∝
∫
T1
K∏
j=1
θ
αj−1
j
∏
C∈C
∏K
j=2 θ
ν(j,C)
j
(
∑
i∈C θi)µ(C)
dθ2:K−1
where T1 = {(θ2, · · · , θK) |
∑K
j=2 θj = 1− θ1, θj > 0}.
With a change of variables uj =
θj
1−θ1 for j ∈ {2, · · · ,K}, we obtain:
p(θ1 | α, β0, k1:T , C1:T ) ∝ θα1−11 (1− θ1)
∑K
j=2 αj−1
∫
∆
K∏
j=2
u
αj−1
j
∏
C∈C
∏K
j=2 ((1− θ1)uj)ν(j,C)(
(1− θ1)(
∑
i∈C ui)
)µ(C) du
= θα1−11 (1− θ1)
∑K
j=2 αj−1
∫
∆
K∏
j=2
u
αj−1
j
∏
C∈C
∏K
j=2 u
ν(j,C)
j(∑
i∈C ui
)µ(C) du
∝ θα1−11 (1− θ1)
∑K
j=2 αj−1
Then, the posterior θ1 | α, k1:T , C1:T ∼ B(α1,
∑K
j=2 αj) is also Beta distributed with parameters
(α1,
∑K
j=2 αj), identically to the prior p(θ1|α, β0).
A.2 Learning to Present: Illustrations
In Dirichlet-Luce model, never-presented options are never penalized, and K may grow arbitrarily.
Figure 8b illustrates this, underscoring the contrast with Dirichlet-Multonimal. Particularly, we
assume an interaction scenario where inferior options are initially presented several times. Indepen-
dence of unexplored alternatives ensures that other, originally superior options will be considered
by the system to be presented. As more evidence is collected based on user feedback, they will
eventually dominate the presentations.
Randomization is essential in a presentation strategy. Due to transitivity, posterior estimates for
scarcely presented options might still be biased. That is, once presented, the choice probability of an
option is no longer independent of other choices made.
We can illustrate with an example, that Thompson sampling fixes the potential bias towards a scarcely
presented option. Let us assume there are K = 5 options, and θ∗i > θ
∗
j whenever i < j. Further,
we assume an interaction scenario that the user was presented {1, 5} ten times and 1 was always
preferred, and then the option 5 was preferred to 2. The dependencies due to transitivity would
penalize the posterior choice probability of the option 2 as the options other than 2 are preferred to 5
or the option 1 is preferred to the others. This bias introduced from the transitivity is remedied by
randomization by Thompson sampling, as illustrated in Figure 8a.
A.3 Sequential Sampling Procedure
We detail the sequential sampling procedure that was described in Section 4. The procedure is
designed for interactive environments, following Chopin [2002].
We start with a flat prior on the choice probabilities of options. Therefore initial particles, indexed by
i, are drawn from θ(i) ∼ D(1) and assigned unit weights. At time t, we update particle weights w(i)
based on choice kt restricted to presentation Ct.
w
(i)
t = w
(i)
t−1
pt(θ
(i))
pt−1(θ(i))
= w
(i)
t−1
θ
(i)
kt∑
κ∈Ct θ
(i)
κ
Here, pt(θ(i)) denotes the posterior density at time t evaluated at the point θ(i), short for pt(θ(i) |
C1:t, k1:t, α, β). We also keep track of the effective sample size, ESS, defined as follows:
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(a) When an inferior option 5 was preferred to option 2, Thompson sampling fixes the potential bias
caused by transitivity.
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(b) Dirichlet-Luce model (first row) is resilient to initial conditions such as when three inferior options
(here the options 3, 4, and 5, and feedback is simulated) were initially promoted (presented 100
times), where Dirichlet-Multinomial (second row) fails.
Figure 8: Posterior distribution of preferences under Dirichlet-Luce and Dirichlet-Multinomial
models with greedy or Thompson sampling based presentations in two scenarios.
ESSt =
(
∑
i w
(i)
t )
2∑
i w
(i)
t
Whenever ESSt drops below a certain threshold, we perform multinomial resampling followed by a
move step with a Metropolis-within-Gibbs transition kernel which targets the posterior at t, pt(θ).
In order to apply any Gibbs sampling [Gelfand and Smith, 1990] based method, we need the full-
conditional densities, fj(θj | θ−j), 1 ≤ j ≤ K − 1, where θ−j denotes all coordinates except j.
In general, full conditional densities do not have a standard form. Therefore we can’t sample from
fj directly. There are various alternatives for sampling from an unnormalized univariate density,
e.g slice sampling [Neal, 2003], ARMS [Gilks et al., 1995]. All of these methods require multiple
evaluations of fj , which is prohibitive in our case since evaluation of fj at any given point has a
considerably high computational cost. We use a simpler but effective Metropolis scheme which
requires only two evaluations of fj for each coordinate, as follows: The coordinates except j constrain
the j’th coordinate to an interval, I =
(
0, 1−∑j′ 6=j θj′). We sample θˆj ∼ U(I), and accept it
with probability min{1, fj(θˆj)/fj(θj)}.
The complete presentation mechanism along with the sequential sampling routine is listed in Algo-
rithm 2.
A.4 Simulation Details
A.4.1 Dueling Bandits Simulations
As we stated in Section 6, we assumed two kinds of feedback scenarios in the pairwise preferences
case. In the first scenario, we assume that preferences are transitives, and a Plackett-Luce feedback
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Algorithm 2 Sequential Presentation Mechanism
Input:
T : Number of interactions
N : Number of particles
Initialize α, and set β ← β0
µ(C)← 0 for all C ∈ C
yk ← 0 for all k ∈ [K]
θ(i) ∼ D(1), i = 1, 2, . . . , N
w
(i)
0 = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N
for t = 1 to T do
θ(n) ← θ(i) with probability w(i)t /
∑
i′ w
(i′)
t
Form Ct with top L elements of θ(n)
Get preference feedback kt to Ct
// Update sufficient statistics
µ(Ct)← µ(Ct) + 1
ykt ← ykt + 1
w
(i)
t = w
(i)
t−1
θ
(i)
kt∑
κ∈Ct θ
(i)
κ
ESSt = (
∑
i w
(i)
t )
2/
∑
i w
(i)
t
if ESSt < 0.5 ∗N then
// Perform multinomial resampling
for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} do
θ(j) ← θ(i) with probability w(i)t /
∑
i′ w
(i′)
t
end for
// Move particles
for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} do
for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K − 1} do
r = 1−∑j′ 6=j θj′
θˆ
(i)
j ∼ U(0, r)
λ = min{1, fj(θˆ(i)j )/fj(θ(i)j )}
u ∼ U(0, 1)
if u < λ then
θ
(i)
j = θˆ
(i)
j {Accept}
end if
end for
end for
end if
end for
model. We said that the simulations were set up based on a sparse, and then a dense θ∗. Figure 9a
show these 50-dimensional vectors.
In the cyclic preferences scenario, we used the following pairwise preferences matrix [see Komiyama
et al., 2015, Table 1-c]: 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.60.4 0.5 0.9 0.10.4 0.1 0.5 0.9
0.4 0.9 0.1 0.5

Say, i  j means that p(i | {i, j}) > 0.5. Option 1 is the Condorcet winner, since 1  j for all
j 6= 1. Otherwise preferences are cyclic, as 2  3, 3  4, but 4  2.
A.4.2 Larger Presentations
For presentations including L ≥ 2 options, we simulated the interactions to demonstrate the regret
at top-2 positions, and also reported the number of unique presentations made by the system over
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the course of 10000 interactions. For simulations we used a 100-dimensional sparse θ∗, shown in
Figure 9b
Finally for online learning to rank experiments with presentation size L = 5, we used the θ∗ in
Figure 9c
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(a) θ∗ in Dueling Bandits Experiments
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(b) θ∗ (100-dimensional) in Top-2 Performance Experiments
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(c) θ∗ in Online Learning to Rank Experiments
Figure 9: Simulated θ∗’s, sorted in descending order for visualization
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